WarehouseExpert

TM

Adds value to your business by improving inventory accuracy,
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satisfaction.

Adapts to your present and future inventory models and business
processes, without the need for continuous customization and
operational disruptions. Easy to implement and customize due to
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Integrates seamlessly into your business systems and into
execution systems up to the point of delivery.

Fits small to large operations, from single warehouse
installations with few users to multi-facility global organizations.
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one user friendly WMS.

WarehouseExpert

TM

In today’s dynamic distribution environment,
companies that want to succeed, and not
merely survive, need to maximize warehouse
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running costs.

WarehouseExpert™ combines state-of-the-art

Made4net's Warehouse Management System,
WarehouseExpert™, was designed to support
increasing operational complexity, higher
customer service requirements, and the
inevitable need to globalize the supply chain.

In addition to the full complement of basic
functionality that includes Receiving, Putaway,
Picking, Packing, Loading, Replenishment,
Counting and Shipping, WarehouseExpert™
delivers superior features and functionality
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technology with decades of expert knowledge
in warehouse management, logistics and supply
chain processes to deliver the functionality that
will impact your bottom line.

WarehouseExpert™ Key Features:
Product ownership management

Real-time task management

Multiple site management

Various types of cross-dock

Warehouse space optimization

Value-added services

Stock reduction while meeting demand

Discrete engineered labor standards
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attributes

Real-time voice integration
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Warehouse analytics and reporting

Policy-based putaway and picking

Browser based, zero footprints
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Made4net develops comprehensive and innovative software solutions to enable superior collaborative
supply chain execution. Our mission is to help distributors and 3PLs leverage their logistics and
supply chain operations by providing them an edge cutting IT solution with our SCExpert™ platform.
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